
Selling SEM and SEO, Part II:  
From Fulfillment to ROI

Summary: In a recent Advisory (“Selling SEM 
and SEO: A Shift Is Under Way,” Sept. 19), The 
Kelsey Group explored the challenges of selling 
online advertising to small and medium-sized 
businesses. This includes, most notably, search-
based advertising such as Google AdWords and 
Yahoo! Search Marketing. Though these ad prod-
ucts were built to rely on self service, Yellow Pages 
sales reps’ high touch interaction with SMBs has 
been identified as an opportunity to gain better 
penetration. This extends sales reach for Google, 
Yahoo! and other search engines, while bring-

ing Yellow Pages publishers new revenue sources 
and additional online products to appeal to local 
advertisers. Many resellers and fulfillment firms 
are meanwhile working to draw more small busi-
nesses into online advertising and open up new 
revenue sources for themselves, search engines 
and Yellow Pages partners. In Part II of the Sell-
ing SEM and SEO Advisory series, we explore 
this opportunity, which is framed by increasing 
search engine use and the volume of growth pos-
sible for SMB advertisers to meet rising demand 
and inventory capacity.

Local Online Advertising: An Expanding Universe
In January 2006, Yahoo! released its long awaited Panama Search 
Engine Marketing platform. Building on Yahoo! Search Marketing’s 
existing ad products, Panama gave advertisers more explicit control 
over demographic and geographic targeting in their SEM campaigns 
(see May 18, 2006, TKG Advisory “Search Wars: Microsoft and 
Yahoo! Strike at Google’s Leading SEM Position”).

The move by Yahoo! was characteristic of the progression of 
capabilities in online marketing happening all over the market. 
Large and small advertisers are now able to target users in more 
diverse ways than ever before. Social networking, for example, 
joined the expanding universe of options earlier this month when 
MySpace and Facebook launched new ad tools that allow businesses 
to build profiles that target specific users in the network based on 
behavioral, geographic and demographic characteristics. 

Although these new online ad options allow more control and 
capability for technically astute SMBs, they can be disorienting 
for the average small business. Options currently include CPM, 

CPA, CPC, PPCall and a veritable alphabet soup of ad models. 
The majority of SMBs don’t understand these complex ad models, 
much less possess the resources, ability or desire to launch online 
campaigns built around them. 

“It’s easy to say ‘I’m going to go on Google and start my 
campaign, and that gets me on Google.’ But now, what if I want 
to add Yahoo! or MSN or Ask or Quigo or Adify or any of these,” 
says Carey Ransom, vice president of corporate development at 
WebVisible. “It’s another interface, another login, another credit 
card entry, another environment that I have to manage, and it 
becomes completely unwieldy for the small business.” 

As a result, Yellow Pages sales channels have stepped in, utilizing 
their high touch interactions with SMBs to facilitate online 
campaign initiation. To do this, publishers partner with firms like 
WebVisible that specialize in bundling search-based ad campaigns. 
The advantage for publishers here is to be the channel that taps into 
and gains an early ownership position of growing SMB ad dollars. 

“It keeps the relationship with the consumer versus the case 
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where they just say ‘here go sign up for Google AdWords’ and 
give that relationship to Google,” says Ransom. “It’s strategic for 
publishers because they manage it and it’s under their brand. They 
retain that relationship and trust as the one-stop shop.” 

This is not only an opportunity to stake ownership of this 
relationship at an early stage, but as explained in Part 1 of this 
Advisory series, can also represent a backdoor approach to bringing 
in new print revenues. 

In other words, SMBs traditionally averse to Yellow Pages 
advertising can be eased into it, starting with the low barrier, lower 
cost online ad products in the Yellow Pages sales rep’s tool bag. 
Expanding this tool bag appeals to a greater portion of the SMB 
marketplace, where the Yellow Pages print product has historically 
only achieved about 30 percent penetration. 

What Is the Online Opportunity?
The online opportunity can be better understood by looking at 
some of the data in online usage versus current aggregate ad spends. 
Online use as a source of local search is on the rise, according to 
TKG’s User View consumer survey (n=501). From Wave III 
(March 2006) to Wave IV (March 2007), the use of online sources 
to find things locally increased from 70 percent to 93 percent. 
Search engines were the biggest medium among online sources with 
growth from 59 percent to 86 percent. 

The most recent wave represents the first year for which results 
were gathered from an online panel, so the sharpness of the increase 
should be considered. However, directionally, this indicates 
increasing search engine usage, which will be solidified in future 
waves of research when the methodology remains consistent.
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Backing this up is a study released in October by WebVisible and 
Nielsen/NetRatings titled “Advertising to a Web 2.0 Community.” 
The study shows that search engines are now the top resource for 
people looking for retail or service businesses locally. Seventy-four 
percent of survey respondents claimed to use search engines, while 
65 percent use Yellow Pages; 50 percent, IYPs; 44 percent, local 
newspapers; 33 percent, White Pages; 29 percent, television; and 
18 percent, consumer review Web sites (respondents were allowed 
to choose more than one option). 

Comparing these data with online local ad spending, only 6 
percent of the SMB market (which fuels the US$16 billion print 
Yellow Pages industry) buys pay-per-click advertising, according to 
TKG’s Local Commerce Monitor (Wave IX).

This percentage will grow, however, as more marketers 
realize the online opportunity. According to TKG’s Internet 
Yellow Pages and Local Search Forecast released in March, local 
search revenues will increase from US$922 million in 2006 to 
US$2.6 billion in 2011, at a compound annual growth rate of 
23.2 percent.

Passing the Torch
This opportunity is the reason behind many of the channel 
partnerships formed between Yellow Pages publishers and search 
engines. For search engines, there is the clear benefit of expanding 
their sales reach, which is otherwise reliant upon self service. 

A key facet that has inserted itself into this ecosystem over the 
past few years is the advertising reseller. Firms such as LocalLaunch, 
Marchex and WebVisible offer a comprehensive suite of search 
products — a one-stop shop approach — as well as the service 
component of fulfillment and reporting in the increasingly complex 
online ad world. 

“Ultimately it’s not just about the search engines; it’s all about 
the online audience and the continued fragmentation of things 
like video and blogs,” says WebVisible’s Ransom. “It’s about being 
able to represent merchants wherever their potential customers are. 
That’s what they want; they don’t want to manage a bunch of point 
solutions with different interfaces, bidding strategies, and multiple 
credit cards and line items every month.”

A simplified way to gain presence across search engines and 
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various online media is also important for small businesses, given 
the constraints on quality inventory that result from using only one 
search engine.

“There are only so many people that are looking for a plumber in 
Oakland every month, so it is a limited inventory world. We work 
with so many Yellow Pages and newspaper organizations, and they 
live in what I call an unlimited inventory world,” says Ransom. “If 
they have additional advertisers, they can just add another page. But 
I think there is a theoretical unlimited inventory online if you take 
into account the broader universe of available inventory beyond 
search queries.”

Another selling point of fulfillment firms, as explored in Part 
1, is pricing structures that SMBs are comfortable with. With the 
introduction of these firms in the market has come the birth of 

“guaranteed clicks” packages in addition to budget-based pricing. 
These options, like the varied ad products increasingly taking over 
the Yellow Pages sales rep’s tool bag, appeal to a larger swath of 
SMBs, resulting in greater penetration. 

Seeing the value that these resellers provide through bundling 
and various pricing structures, many Yellow Pages companies, as 
well as newspapers and other media sources, have partnered with 
them to arm sales reps with easy to digest (and purchase) packages 
of pay-per-click advertising.

Beyond this, we’ve seen some publishers acquire resellers 
outright in order to bring this capability in-house. Such publishers 
include R.H. Donnelley, which acquired LocalLaunch; Idearc 
Media/Superpages (Inceptor) and Yellow Book (Click Forward). 

In fact, AT&T remains the only major U.S. publisher that 
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has not brought this capability in-house. Instead it partners with 
Marchex and last month signed a four-year contract extension.  

“For some time, we’ve been working closely with AT&T and 
Yellowpages.com to enable their advertisers to appear in relevant 
local results in Google, Yahoo! and others as well as our own 
Web sites,” says Mark Peterson, Marchex vice president of public 
relations. “They have more than 5,000 local search professionals, so 
they are going to be on the street selling local search products under 
the name Search Engine Solutions and YPClicks.”

Evolutions in Pricing
The birth of fulfillment firms came out of the demand for search 
engine marketing among SMBs, as explored in Part I. In meeting 
this demand, these firms introduced pricing that anticipated SMBs’ 
inclination for simplicity and lack of technical savvy. The result was 
the birth of guaranteed clicks, or “bucket of clicks,” ad packages. 

“The guaranteed click product was really what defined this 
marketplace in the early days. It was focused on salability,” says 
Justin Sanger, president and founder of LocalLaunch. “But it had 
some significant flaws as it relates to execution. In terms of pricing, 
the product draws a straight line across all verticals, when you’re 
talking about a variable marketplace.” 

Over the past two years, many SMBs have warmed up to the 
concept of budget-based pricing. LocalLaunch has devised its 
own flavor of budget-based pricing, which attempts to bring in 
some of the simplicity or expectation that lies at the appeal of 
guaranteed clicks.

“Guaranteed clicks’ success came from the ability to tell a customer 
what they can expect to receive,” says Sanger. “Our value-based 
product utilizes a click estimate, essentially [looking] at historical 
data and marketplace conditions. Given specific geo and vertical, you 
can expect for $200, you’ll get approximately X clicks.” 

This isn’t a guarantee, according to Sanger, but provides an 
expectation that also takes into account many other factors, 
including population density and bid pressure for certain terms 
within certain geo-verticals. This also has to estimate conservatively 
on a national level, according to Sanger, because exceeding 

expectations is fundamental to client retention. 
“Let the marketplace conditions determine what we’re willing 

to pay on a per-click basis. So everything is driven from that 
estimate,” he says.

Marchex meanwhile has a specific focus on guaranteed clicks 
based on the belief that this is the most user-friendly on-ramp to 
search-based advertising for the majority of SMBs. It also seeks to 
graduate these SMBs to higher levels of budget-based advertising 
that require more personal attention and more spend.

“For a new advertiser that doesn’t necessarily understand 
search, guaranteed clicks is an easy sell if you can promise traffic 
from best quality sources, and they know they can find themselves 
on Google, Yahoo! and MSN,” says Scott Finholm, Marchex vice 
president of local advertising services. “As those package sizes 
get higher, and advertisers renew and find value in the package 
and want more of it, it may make sense to convert them into a 
budget-based package. At that point you need more hand-holding 
and more interaction with the advertiser so they feel like they’re 
getting value out of that product.”

Marchex also has a unique take on guaranteed clicks that seeks to 
sidestep some of the drawbacks mentioned by Sanger. Because such 
advertising is purchased at a fixed price in a variable marketplace, 
the company claims to maximize margins as much as possible and 
maintain transparency of where the ad dollars are going. 

“Where our platform comes in is we store all the SMBs’ 
information, submit it into the system and manage pacing all of those 
accounts to attempt to fully deliver those guaranteed package sizes for 
the month,” says Finholm. “We try to deliver them as evenly paced as 
possible with an eye toward finding the highest quality lowest traffic 
sources to pace off so that we can provide the most value.”

Final Thoughts: How to Get There
The next and final part of TKG’s Selling SEO and SEM Advisory 
series takes a step-by-step look at the fulfillment process. Various 
SEM fulfillment firms and experts explore some of the pain points 
of the process and where opportunities exist to improve local SEM 
advertising for small businesses. ILM
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